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Ielts reading answers of endangered languages

READING PASSAGE 1 You should spend about 20 minutes on questions 1-13 that are based on reading passage 1 below. Bamboo, a miracle plant is a miracle plant with an uncertain future: more than a billion people rely on bamboo either for their shelter or income, while many endangered species
depend on it for their survival. Despite its apparent abundance, a new report says that bamboo species can be under serious threat. Section A Each year, during the rainy season, mountain gorillas of Central Africa migrate to the foothills and lower slopes of the Virunga Mountains to graze on bamboo. For
the 650 or so that remain in the wild, this is a vital source of food. Although they have nearly 150 species of plants as well as various insects and other invertebrates, at this time of year bamboo makes up 90 percent of their diet. Without this, says Ian Redmond, chairman of the Monkey Alliance, their
chances of survival would have been greatly reduced. Gorillas are not the only locals keen on bamboo. For people who live near Virungas, it is a valuable and versatile raw material used to build houses and make household items such as mats and baskets. But in the last 100 years or so, resources have
become under increasing pressure as the population has exploded and large areas of bamboo forests have been cleared to take away space for farms and commercial plantations. Section B Unfortunately, this is not an isolated story. All over the world, the ranges of many types of bamboo appear to be
shrinking, endangering humans and animals (which depend on them). But despite the importance of bamboo, we know surprisingly little about it. A recent report published by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the International Bamboo and Rattan Network (INBAR) showed how
profound our ignorance of global bamboo resources is, especially with regard to conservation. There are nearly 1,600 recognized species of bamboo, but the report focused on 1,200 or so tree varieties distinguished by strong stems, or culms, that most people associate with this versatile plant. Of these,
only 38 priority species identified by their commercial value have been the subject of any real scientific research, and the focus is on their viability as a commodity. This problem is not limited to bamboo. Compared to animal science, the science of plant conservation is still in its infancy. People have only
started to look at it in the last 10-15 years, and only now are they getting a handle on how to go about it systematically, says Dr. Valerie Capos, one of the report's authors and senior adviser on forest ecology and conservation at UNEP. Section C Bamboo is a type of grass. It comes in a variety of shapes,
ranging in height from 30 centimeters to than 40 40 It is also the fastest growing tree plant in the world: some species can grow more than a meter per day. The ecological rot of bamboo goes beyond providing food and animal habitat. Bamboo tends to grow in stands, made up of groups of individual
plants that grow from root systems known as rhizomes. Its extensive rhizomes systems, which bind in the upper layers of the soil, are crucial in preventing soil erosion. And there is growing evidence that bamboo plays an important role in determining the structure and dynamics of forests. The bamboo
model of mass bloom and mass death leaves behind large areas of dry biomass that attract forest fires, Kapos said. When they burn, they create areas of open ground in the forest much more than would be left of the fallen tree. Patchiness helps to maintain diversity because some plant species are better
in the early stages of regeneration when there are gaps in the canopy. Section D However, bamboo's most immediate value lies in its economic value. Modern processing methods mean that it can be used in a variety of ways, such as over-the-ground and laminate. One of the fastest growing bamboo
products is paper-25 percent of the paper produced in India is made from bamboo fiber, and in Brazil, 100,000 hectares of bamboo is grown for its production. Of course, the main function of bamboo has always been in domestic applications, and as a local commodity, it costs about 4.5 billion U.S. dollars
a year. Because of its versatility, flexibility and durability (its durability compared to some steel), it is traditionally used in construction. Today, more than one billion people around the world live in bamboo houses. Bamboo is often the only available raw material for people in many developing countries,
says Chris Staple-tone, a research fellow at the Royal Botanic Gardens. Bamboo can be harvested from woodland or quickly grown elsewhere, and then refitted simply without expensive equipment or equipment, he says. It thus makes a significant contribution to the fight against poverty and the creation
of wealth. Section E Given the value of bamboo from an economic and environmental point of view, the picture drawn in the UNEP report is all the more disturbing. But enthusiastic gardeners knead here a clear contradiction. Those who have already followed the recent fashion for growing exotic species
in their gardens will note that if it is not kept under control, bamboo can cause real problems. In many places, people who live with bamboo don't perceive it as endangered in any way, says Capos. In fact, many types of bamboo are actually very invasive if they were introduced. So why are so many
species under threat There are two separate issues here, says Ray Townsend, vice-president of the British Bamboo Society and arboretum manager of the Royal Botanic Botanic Some plants are threatened because they can't survive in their habitat - they're not strong enough or there are not enough of
them perhaps. But bamboo can take care of itself - it is strong enough to survive if left alone. Its habitat is under threat. It's a physical disorder that poses a threat to bamboo, Capos says. When the forest goes, it turns into something else: there is no where for forest plants such as bamboo to grow if you
create pastures of cattle. Section F Worldwide, bamboo species are regularly protected as part of forest eco-systems in national parks and reserves, but there is virtually nothing that protects bamboo in the wild for the sake of itself. However, small steps are being taken to address this problem. The
UNEP-INBAR report will help conservationists take effective measures to protect valuable species of wild bamboo. Cities also believe that the UNESCO report is an important step forward in the conservation of bamboo. Until now, bamboo was perceived as a second-class plant. When you talk about
places like Amazon, everyone always thinks about hardwoods. Of course, they are significant, but there is a tendency to ignore the plants with which they are associated, which are often species of bamboo. In many ways, it is the most important plant known to man. I can't think of another plant that is
used so much and is so commercially important in many countries. He believes that the most important first step is to have scientists in the field. We have to go out there, look at these plants and see how they survive and then use that information to save them in the future. The 1-7 Reading Passage 1
has six A-F sections. What section does the following information contain? Write the correct letter A-F in boxes 1-7 on your NB answer sheet You can use any letter more than once 1 Limited degree of existing research 2 Comparison of bamboo with other plant species 3 Commercial application of
bamboo 4 Animal example, which relies on bamboo for the survival of 5 Human activity, which damaged large areas of bamboo 6 Approaches used to study bamboo 7 Bamboo helps the survival of a number of plant questions 8-11 Use information in the passage to match people (listed A-D) with opinions
or deeds below. Write the appropriate A-D letters in 8-11 boxes on the answer sheet. NB You can use any letter more than once Ian Redmond B Valerie Capos C Ray Townsend D Chris Stapleton 8 Destruction of bamboo endangers wildlife. 9 People have very limited knowledge of bamboo. 10 Some
people don't think that bamboo is endangered. 11 Bamboo has many commercial potentials. 12-13 Answer the questions below using NO MORE TWO WORDS from for every answer. Write your answers in boxes 12-13 on your answer sheet 12 What is the problem preventing the root bamboo system?
13 Which bamboo product is undergoing market expansion? You should spend about 20 minutes on the 14-26 questions that are based on Reading Passage 2 below. Activities for children Twenty-five years ago, children in London went to school and played in parks and playgrounds after school and on
weekends. Today, they are usually driven to school by their parents, worried about safety and glued to television screens or computer games for hours. Meanwhile, community playing fields are being sold to developers at an alarming rate. This change in lifestyle unfortunately means greater restrictions
on children, says Neil Armstrong, professor of health and exercise sciences at the University of Exeter. If children continue to be so inactive, they will keep big problems for the future. In 1985, Professor Armstrong led a five-year research project on children's fitness. The results, published in 1990, are
alarming. The survey, which tested 700 children aged 11-16, found that 48 percent of girls and 41 percent of boys had already exceeded the safe cholesterol levels set for children by the American Heart Foundation. Armstrong adds: The heart is a muscle and needs exercise, or it loses its strength. It was
also found that 13 per cent of boys and 10 per cent of girls were overweight. Even more alarming is that the survey found that half of girls and one third of boys did less exercise over four days than the equivalent of a brisk 10-minute walk. High cholesterol, excess body fat and inactivity are thought to
increase the risk of coronary heart disease. C physical education is under pressure in the UK - most schools devote just over 100 minutes a week to it during school time, which is less than in many other European countries. Three European countries give children a start in PE, France, Austria and
Switzerland - offer at least two hours in primary and secondary schools. These findings by the European Union of Physical Culture Associations have prompted specialists in the field of child physiology to call on European governments to provide young people with a daily PE program. The survey shows
that the UK ranks 13th out of 25 countries, with lower Ireland averaging under an hour a week for PE. Between the ages of six and 18, British children received an average of 106 minutes of PE per week. Professor Armstrong, who presented the results of the meeting, noted that since the introduction of
the national curriculum there has been a marked drop in PE time in UK schools, with only a minority of pupils receiving two hours a week. D How a junior football international, Professor Armstrong is a passionate supporter of the sport. Despite the fact that the government millions in strengthening sports
in society, there is less commitment to it as part of a clogged school curriculum. This means that many children never acquire the necessary skills to thrive in team games. If they are not good at them, they lose interest and establish an inactive lifestyle. When this is combined with poor nutrition, it will
inevitably lead to weight gain. Seventy per cent of British children leave school when they leave school, compared with just 20 per cent of French teenagers. Professor Armstrong believes the school has too much emphasis on team games. We need to look at the time devoted to PE and balance it
between individual and paired activities such as aerobics and badminton, as well as team sports. He added that children should be able to participate in a wide variety of individual, partner and team sports. The good news, however, is that several small companies and children's activity groups have
responded positively and creatively to the problem. Take that, shouts Gloria Thomas, striking the disco to pose astride her mini bunker space. Take this, echo the herd of toddlers, taking outrageous poses riding their space bunkers. Michael Jackson, she screams and they all make a parody fan a crazy
scream. During a wild and chaotic bunker race on the studio floor, teams like this are issued and answered with untrammeled glee. The sight of 15 bouncing seven-year-olds who seem about to go into orbit on every bounce brings tears to their eyes. Inconsistent, loud, excited and emotional, children
provide raw comedy. F Any cardiovascular exercise is a good option and it doesn't necessarily have to be high intensity. This can be all that gets your pulse up: such as walking your dog, swimming, running, skipping, hiking. Even walking around a grocery store can be an exercise, Samis-Smith said.
What they don't know is that they're in a Fit Kids class and that fun is a disguise for a serious exercise plan they secretly take through. Fit Kids teaches parents to run fitness classes for children. Ninety per cent of kids don't like team sports, says the company's director, Gillian Gale. G Prevention survey
found that children whose parents keep in shape are much more likely to have a healthy body weight themselves. There's nothing worse than telling a child what he should do rather than doing it on his own, says Elizabeth Ward, R.D., Boston nutrition consultant and author of Healthy Foods, Healthy Kids.
Set a good example and get your home supply in order first. In the 1930s and 40s, children spent 800 calories a day just walking, wearing water, and doing other things, notes Fima Lifshitz, M.D., Children's Santa Barbara. Now children in obese families spend only 200 calories A day in physical activity,
says Lifshitz, include more traffic in your family's life - park further away from the shops in the mall, take a ladder instead of an elevator, and walk to nearby friends' homes rather than driving. Questions 14-17 Reading Passage has seven A-G points Which paragraph contains the following information?
Write the correct letter A-G, in 14-17 boxes on your answer sheet. 14 Health and Living Conditions of Children 15 Health Organization Monitoring Physical Activity 16 Comparison Of Exercise Time Between the UK and Other Countries 17 Wrong Approach to School Activities Issues 18-21 Agree with the
information provided in Reading Passage 2? In boxes 18-21 on your answer sheet, write TRUE if the statement is true FALSE, if the statement is false NOT GIVEN, if the information is not given in passage 18 According to the American Heart Foundation, boys' cholesterol levels are higher than that of
girls. 19 British children tend to do less exercise than some other European countries. 20 Pass is becoming more and more popular in schools in the UK. 21 According to healthy children, the first task for parents is to entice their children to maintain the same healthy body weight. 22-26 Choose the correct
letter, A, B, C or D. Write the answers in boxes 22-26 on the answer sheet. 22 According to paragraph A, what's bothering Professor Neil Armstrong? Spending more time on television affect academic level B Parents have less time to stay with their children C Future Health British Children D Increase
property development rate 23 What does Armstrong point out in paragraph B? A We have to take a 10-minute walk every day B We need to do more activity to exercise the heart C Girls situation better than boys D Exercise can cure many diseases 24 What is the purpose of teaching the first children?
Make a profit by running a few B Sessions Only to focus on one event for each child C For parent guides on how to organize activities for children D Spread the idea that team sports are better than 25 What does Lifshitz offer at the end of this passage? Create opportunities to exercise your body B Taking
lift saves your time C Kids should spend more than 200 calories every day D We should never ride but walk 26 What is the main idea of this aisle? The health of overweight children is at risk in the future B Children in the UK need proper exercise C Government mistaken approach for children D Parents
play the most important role in the activities of children you should spend about 20 minutes on questions 27-40, which are based on Reading Passage 3 below. Save a language that is endangered we must make some serious rethinking of our priorities so that linguistics will go down in history as the only
science that has presided over the disappearance of 90 per cent of the very field to which it is dedicated. - Michael Krauss, Languages of the World in Crisis. Ten years ago, Michael Krauss sent a shudder through the discipline of linguistics with his prediction that half of the 6,000 or so languages spoken
in the world would cease to be spoken within a century. He warned that unless scientists and community leaders cut through global efforts to stabilize the decline of local languages, nine-tenths of humanity's linguistic diversity is likely to be doomed to extinction. Krauss's prediction was nothing more than
a reasonable assumption, but other respected linguists were clanging out of similar anxieties. Keneth L. Hale of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology noted in the same journal issue that the eight languages he worked in the field have since become extinct. A survey conducted in Australia in 1990
found that 70 of the 90 surviving Aboriginal languages were no longer regularly used by all age groups. The same applies to all but 20 of the 175 Native American languages spoken or remembered in the U.S., Krauss told a congressional panel in 1992. B Many experts in this field mourn the loss of rare
languages, for several reasons. Let's start with the fact that there is a scientific interest: some of the most basic issues in linguistics are related to the boundaries of human speech, which are far from fully studied. Many researchers would like to know which structural elements of grammar and vocabulary -
if any - are really universal and probably therefore wired into the human brain. Other scientists are trying to reconstruct ancient patterns of migration by comparing borrowed words that appear in other unrelated languages. In each of these cases, the wider the portfolio of languages you are learning, the
more likely you are to get the right answers. C Despite the almost constant buzz in linguistics about disappearing languages over the past 10 years, the field has reached woefully little. You'd think there would be an organized response to this dire situation, some trying to determine which language could
be preserved and which should be documented before they disappeared, said Sarah G. Thomason, a linguist at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. But there are no such efforts in the profession. Only recently has it become fashionable enough to work on languages that are in danger of extinction.
Six years ago, recalls Douglas H. Whalen of Yale University, when I asked linguists who were raising money to solve these problems, I basically got blank looks. So Whalen and several other linguists founded the Foundation Endangered. In the five years prior to 2001, they were able to raise only $80,000
in research grants. A A The foundation in England, directed by Nicholas Ostler, has raised just $8,000 since 1995. D But there are encouraging signs that the field has turned the corner. German charity Volkswagen has just issued a second round of grants totaling more than $2 million. She has set up a
multimedia archive at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in the Netherlands, which can contain records, grammars, dictionaries and other data on endangered languages. To fill the archive, the Foundation sent field linguists to document Auehi (about 100 speakers in Brazil), Ega (about 300
speakers in Ivory Coast), Waimaa (several hundred speakers in East Timor) and about a dozen other languages that are unlikely to survive a century. The Ford Foundation also edged into the arena. His contribution helped revive the Master Apprentice program created in 1992 by Lynn Hinton of Berkeley
and Native Americans concerned about the imminent demise of about 50 indigenous languages in California. Free speakers receive $3,000 to teach a younger relative (who is also paid) their native language through 360 hours of joint activities, distributed over six months. So far, about five teams have
completed the program, Hinton said, passing on at least some knowledge of 25 languages. It's too early to call it language revitalization, Hinton admits. In California, the mortality rate of older speakers will always be higher than that of young speakers. But at least we are prolonging the survival of the
language. This will give linguists more time to write these languages before they disappear. E But the Master Apprentice approach is not caught on outside the US, and Hinton's effort is a drop in the sea. At least 440 languages have been reduced to a few elders, according to Ethnologue, a catalog of
languages produced by Dallas-based group SIL International, which is closest to global reach. For the vast majority of these languages, there is little or no record of their grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation or use in everyday life. Even if the language has been fully documented, all that remains as soon
as it disappears from active use is a fossil skeleton, a scattering of functions that the scientist was lucky and insightful enough to capture. Linguists can sketch the outline of a forgotten language and fix its place on an evolutionary tree, but a little more. How did people start talking and talking to babies?
How do dis husbands and wives talk? Hinton asks. This is the first thing you want to learn when you want to spice up the language. F But there is still no discipline of preserving linguistics as there is for biology. Almost every strategy tested so far has been successful in some places, but has failed in
others, and there seems to be no way to predict with certainty what will work Where is. Twenty Twenty back in New York, Maori speakers created language nests in which preschoolers were immersed in their native language. As children attend primary and secondary school, additional Maori-only classes
have been added. A similar approach has been tested in Hawaii, with some success - the number of native speakers has stabilized by 1,000 or so, according to Joseph E. Grimes of SIL International, which works on the island of Oahu. Students can now get a Hawaiian language study all the way through
the university. G One of the factors that always seems to occur in the demise of language is that speakers are beginning to have collective doubts about the usefulness of the language of loyalty. As soon as they start relative to their own language, as inferior to the language of most, people stop using it in
all situations. Children pick up attitude and prefer dominant language. In many cases, people do not notice until they suddenly realize that their children never speak the language, even at home. This is how The Cornish and some Scottish Gaelic dialects are still rarely used for everyday home life in
Ireland, 80 years after the Republic was founded with Irish as its first official language. H Linguists agree that, ultimately, the answer to the problem of language disappearance is multilingualism. Even uneducated people can learn several languages if they start out as children. Indeed, most people in the
world speak more than one language, and in places like Cameroon (279 languages), Papua New Guinea (823) and India (387) it is common to speak three of the four different languages and a dialect or two as well. The majority of Americans and Canadians, west of quebec, have a gut reaction that
anyone speaking a different language in front of them commits an immoral act. The same reaction you get in Australia and Russia. It is no coincidence that languages disappear the fastest in these areas. The first step in saving dying languages is to persuade the majority in the world to allow minorities
among them to speak with their own voices. The questions are a 27-33 reading of the eight-point clip, A-H Select the correct headline for the A-H paragraphs from the list below. Write the correct number, i-xi, in 27-33 boxes on your answer sheet. The list of headlines i consistency data required for the



language ii consensus on the initial recommendation to preserve endangered languages iii positive benefits to protect iv minimum requirement for the preservation of the language v Potential threat to the minority language vi period when there was no real effort. vii native language programs have begun
viii Lack of trust in young speakers as a negative factor ix Practice in several developing countries x The importance of minority language for linguists. Government Participation in Language Area 27 Item A 28 Item B Example: Item C vi 29 Item D 30 Item E 31 Item F 32 Item G 33 Item H Matters 34-38
Use the information in the passage to match people (listed A-F) with opinions or deeds below. Write the appropriate A-F letters in 34-38 boxes on the answer sheet. Nicholas OstlerB Michael KraussC Joseph E. GrimesD Sarah G. ThomasonE Kenet L. HaleF Douglas H. Whalen 34 Reported Language
Preservation Practice in Hawaii 35 Predicted that many languages will disappear soon 36 Experienced process that languages are dying out personally 37 Raised Language Fund in England 38 Not enough effort to save up to the recent work of the questions 39-40 Choose the correct letter, A, B or D.
Write your answers in boxes 39-40 on the answer sheet. 39 What is the real result of the Master Apprentice program sponsored by the Ford Foundation? Teach children how to speak B Revive some endangered languages in California C to postpone the date of death for some endangered languages D
Increase communication between students 40 What should most native speakers do according to the last paragraph? A They should teach their children an endangered language in free B lessons They must learn at least four languages C They must now have their loyalty to the dying language D They
need to be more tolerant of the language of minority speaker 1. B 2. E 3. D 4. D 5. 6. B 7. C 8. 9. B 10. B 11. D 12. Soil erosion 13. paper 14. 15. B 16. C 17. D 18. THEY DIDN'T GIVE 19. TRUE 20. THEY DIDN'T GIVE 21. LIES 22. C 23. B 24. C 25. 26. B 27. v 28. x 29. iii 30. i 31. vii 32. viii 33. ii 34. C 35.
B 36. E 37. 38. D 39. C 40. D D
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